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CHAPTER 4: DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA IN FRANCE
Béatrice van Bastelaer in collaboration with Claire Lobet-Maris
The authors want to thank Cédric Curtil, author of ‘La Cartefrançaise des inforoutes'
for his useful and relevant help and comments.
 
Preliminary note: As the French government has changed just when this paper was
written, there could be some modifications to its politics regarding multimedia and
the information highways. Even if the new Prime Minister, Lionel Iospin, has
announedinitiatives in that field in August 1997, this seems to early to explain them
in details. This text will then maybe changeinthe following weeks or months.
1. Introduction
1.1. Summary Highlights
The development of multimedia in Franceis influenced by the following
factors: the presence of Minitel, the economic and political background
of the country, the language and the cultural patrimony and the
importance of local and regional actors in the development of
multimedia. |
1.1.1. The Presence of Minitel
With Minitel, France has an important advance in telematics. Minitel is
used in everyday life by almost 23% of the French households. This
could have a positive impact on the future development of multimedia
applications for different reasons: the presence of telematics in everyday
life and the habits of using it, information about services preferred by
users, information about the amount users are ready to pay for these
services, existing structuration of information from administrations and
enterprises.
Minitel could also have negative impacts on the development of





current development of the technology and are no
t ready to pay more for
the same kind of services on anotherplatform, ev
en a better one.
1.1.2. The Economic and Political Backgro
und of the Country
France is an important actor on the European s
cene. It is quite central
geographically speaking but, mainly it is one of t
he important actors of
the European construction. Most important dec
isions are taken by
Germany, France and Great-Britain. France has th
us a specific influence
on policies developed at the European level.
France has a lot of important industries, ei
ther nationalised or
private, in the telecom sector, IT supply sec
tor, broadcasting or
audiovisual sector for example. These actors do
not only conclude
alliances on the national level but also on the Eur
opean or international
levels. The presence of such important actors is a
positive fact for the
development of multimedia as they have enough
resources to initiate
multimedia projects.
1.1.3. The Language and the Cultural Patrimony
France has an excessively important installed basis i
n terms of cultural
content. This patrimony could be digitalized and prop
osed all over the
World.
But, contrary to the audiovisual sector, France does not
seem to
havea specific strategy of defence against English-spea
king products in
the multimedia field. Language does not seem to be a pol
itical stake and
if the defence of French is said to be important, concre
te effects on
multimedia developments are not clear likeit is the case in
other French-
speaking countries or regions like Québec for instance. Fr
ance seems to
have a reactive attitude rather than a proactive attitude c
oncerning the
defence of its culture and language, maybe because Fre
nch people
consider that their patrimony, culture and language are not i
n danger in
the multimediafield. An assumption which is maybe wrong.
1.1.4. Public Initiative
For the development of Minitel, the government has been one of
the
main initiators through DGT, Direction Generale
des
Télécommunications, under the coordination of the Ministry of In
dustry.






Cäble) but this has been a failure. However, concerning multimedia
development, the government does not take central initiatives maybe
because the market seems to be mature enough, perhaps because of
funding restriction as in most others countries. Most initiatives are thus
taken at the regional or local level with the risk of unequal development
between French regions.
The French government seems to be concretely involved only in
education and culture mainly through the coordination of initiatives.
1.2. National Image of Multimedia
Like in Belgium, multimedia in France seems mainly to mean on-line
developments and mostly Internet. CD-Rom, due to the law equipment
level of the households, is not really the favourite platform for
multimedia developments.
Concerning infrastructure, apart from the traditional telecom
networks and the increasing competition on that field with the traditional
operator, France Télécom, and newcomers, the satellite option seems to
gain more and more importance in comparison with the cable possibility.
Consequently, multimedia is also perceived as the increasing offer of
digital bouquets.
At the level of content, and even if the CD-Rom about the famous
museum, Le Louvre, is a best-seller, the fabulous French patrimony is







Multimedia in France Multimedia in France
Usually, France has a tradition of centralisation of all decisions
and initiatives. Since 1982 and mostly since 1992, departments and
regions are taking more and more autonomy concerning economic
development, mainly through pragmatic actions adapted to local or
regional needs. But most important decisions are still taken on a
2.1. Geographical Situation
|
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Editions la Découverte, Paris.
France is the biggest country of the European Unio
n with 547 026 km2
and almost 60 millions of citizens with a relat
ively low population
density (a bit higher than 100 inhabitants per km2). i
t is centrally locate,
at the heart of Europe and welcomes ‘the othe
r European capita
Strasbourg. France also has overseas departme
nts like the Frenc
Guyana, Martinique, Guadeloupe, Réunion and the We
st Indies. oral
There is one official language, French, even if ther
e are regiona
dialects (Breton, Catalan, Corsican, Occitan, Basq
ue, mneen
but not very much developed, except in some of t
hese regions, like





coursi a parliamentary democracy coupled with a presiden
tial power
(Jacques Chirac, from the RPR (1), a right-wing party,
succeeded to
François Mitterand, from the socialist party, in May 1995).
France is divided into regions (22) and departme
nts 96
metropolitan and 5 overseas). Departments are _div
ided | into
arrondissements, cantons and communes, the smallest terri
torial division.
At the regional level, the power is exerted by the regional c
ouncil
(Conseil Régional) and its president. At the level of the department,
it is
the general council (Conseil General) and at the commune level, it is
the
town or local council and the mayor (Conseil municipal). All thes
e




2.2.1. Politics and Multimedia
According to Cédric Curtil, author of ‘La carte française des inforoutes',
telematics in France is a mature market and the national government has
no major role to play anymore for the development of such market. That
is the reason why most initiatives in multimedia and information
highwaysare takenat a decentralised level (regionalorlocal).
This is also probably due to the recurrent problem of public
funding and tothe fact that there are few public funding availableforthis
kind of investment. The budget and the public initiatives are thus
decentralised and depend onthe financial capacity and political will of
the town, the district, the departmentor the region.
But it does not mean that the government does not consider
multimedia and information highwaysas priority. In fact, after having
asked for two general studies on the subject (2), it has defined some
basic principles and meansthat are sometimes implemented by specific
laws.
These basic principles are:
e ‘rely on the market and on investment capabilities ofall the economic
actors;
° give to the State, through applications of public interests (health,
training, research, …) a leading role to initialise market development;
e sustain the development of services and help the diffusion of their
usage and ofinfrastructure;
e facilitate SME's access to these services’(3).
In order to reach these objectives, the State defines different means:
e ‘to launch in Autumn 94 a callforproposals to stimulate the market,
e to develop new services and contents;
© to incite an optimaluse of existing networks taking into account the
importantdelaysfor the developmentofhigh speed networks;
° to participate actively in projects at the Commission level and at an
internationallevel;

















au ti j ?
Table 2: Economic and Technological Indica
tors
or: ies and industry’. .
- In consequence and according to the Miléo Report (1996), it
seems that the level of equipment of the French households is about to
See Tacieators increase quite a lot and could maybe reach a quart
GDP/capita (US$) (95) nu in theyear 2000. nn
Unemploymentrate (12/95) (%)
11.7





   
| 3"
degree scolarisation (93) (%)
R&Dexpenses (% GDP) 23
2.3.2. The Presence of Minitel
| Education expen
ses (%GDP) (93) 5.8
| Technologyse
id When lookingat the equipmentlevel of Fren
ch households and firms in
| nzen5> a
the telematic domain, one cannot forget the importance of Minitel
| % of TV ronseholdswith cab
le 7.9 de
velopment (7 millions of terminal, 16 millions of users, 23%
of the
| Telephone density
54.7 households (6)) whic h has a specific influ
ence on the development of
É NumberofInternet servers (94)
93 041 multimedia applications in France. Thi
s is still difficult to know if this
| Number of Intern
et connected computers (96) 189 7
86 influence will be
positive or negative but it remains clear th
at the
À Numberof Internet users (95)
195 600 important installed basis of the Minitel is a
critical factor in this
| Number of Intern




It is possible to find at least four positive effects ofthis sit
uation
| eeusers ENG The first one, according to Laurent Gille, a French telecom and ICT
| 2 : =
consultant, is the fact that French individuals and firms are used to
| Source: L'Etat du Mond
e 1997- annuaire économique et géopolitique
mondial, emplo
y telematics in the everydaylife, at home a
nd at i
| Editions La Découverte, Paris - ITU World Teleco
m Report 95 - KPMG Reportfor services as s
hown by exhibit 1 Minitel is part of hei if Or acn of
ISPO - IDATE - Miléo Report.
. Sa ei
r life. For Cédric
7
Curtil (1996), the second positive aspect is that service providers do
have
|| quite good information about most preferred services and this may help
| at Hoenn Whones Pi yawetiation the design and the supply of new multimedia services, perhaps for
31. Information Highways. Studies about Minitel use also reveal the
maximum amount that users are ready to put in these kinds of services
| In France, the equipment l
evel of PCs in households is quite small
The:
(almost 100 FF/month (Curtil (1996), p. 92)). Endly, concernin
g public|
| (around 14%). se 14% mostly






dedicated to multimedia applications. The penetration level for
order to rations have already structured their information
in
multimedia equipmentis even smaller (estimated between 1.5 and 4%).
Web En iA ous be very easy for them to putit on the
But those last years, multimedia PCs are available in retail
distribution Ministries ple as
it begins to be the case, in fact for a lot of
(Carrefour, Mammouth, Leclerc, etc.) for a lo
w price and this may have
a positive effect on households equipmentlevel but t
here is no existing
| survey measuring the impactof this
offer. |
| Specific measures have bee
n taken to boost firms PC equipment
| like the 2-year amortization term fo
r this kind of investmentin stead of 5
| years, a measure which, accord
ing to GII (press release, 16/02/96) (5),
could cr eate a second market for households.
| Moreover, according to I
SPO (1997b), the French government
| said it would launch before the summ
er of 1997 a plan to increase the










Exhibit 1: Type ofservice






















om France Télécom, Bilan Minitel de
l'année 94.
negative aspects related to the presence o
f Minitel
cethemid 50 in mot French househol
ds and firms. ser to
Curtil (1996), most Minitel users are happ
y with the techn = a
developed now. Indeed, most Minitel termin
als are still in ach an
white and not very user-friendly. The speed i
s really low (1200 ps in
one sense, 75 in the other (Curtil, 1996,
P- 98))! France som is
currently developing new Minitel services with
new possibilities: ° on
terminal, possibility to put a credit card and to
pay directly, … But 1
seems quite clear that most French Minitel user
s are not ready to En
more fortheir current use ofthis technology but wi
ll maybe be happy to
nology at the same price.
ve arearemoreond more providers of an In
ternet access from the
Minitel and vice-versa. French providers, like Fran
ce Télécom and the
Wanadoo service, have taken into account this m
atter of fact and propose
offers appropriated to the situation but which succes







2.3.3. Cable versus Satellite
Maybe dueto the extent of the territory and ofthe difficulty to cable the
entire country, cable is not well developed in France (only 7.9% of
households which have a TV set). There have beentrials to develop the
cable infrastructure, mainly the Plan Cäble program of the government
but this failed for different reasons (Arlandis, Laubenheimer, 1996).
According to Cédric Curtil (7), other reasons may explain this low rate:
The creation of Canal+ at the same time as the cable offer (Plan Câble)
but at a more affordable price and for a better offer (more recent movies
etc.)
Anyway, this low penetration rate could be an important incentive
for the development of satellite offer. Indeed, there are currently three
satellite offers in France (see 3.3. ): Canal Satellite, TPS and AB Sat.
According to Guy Dutheil (1996a), this seems to be a unique case in
Europe. Guy Dutheil (1996b) quotes a recent study from INSEE and
CSA emphasising the complementarity of cable and satellite mainly in
function of the level of revenue of the households and the place where
they live. It seems indeed that satellite will have more chance to be
adopted in rural areas andin cities with less than 100.000 inhabitants and
in low revenue households. But at the present time (end of 1996) and
still according to the INSEE-CSAstudy,the diffusion of cable as well as
satellite is still very limited: 7.3% for the cable and 5.3% for the satellite.
However, some households have the two equipments and there will
maybe have special initiatives, like Cybercdble which will combine
satellite and cable possibilities (Cousteau, Vincent and Luques, 1996).
2.3.4. Internet Use
According to the Miléo Report (1996, p. 178), the number of French
people connected to Internet from their office, from home or from
cybercafés has considerably increased between 1995 (195 600 Internet
subscriptions) and 1996 (491 600 subscriptions, i.e. a growth rate of
more than 150%)andthis will most probably continue.
A sign of this increasing interest for Internet could also be seen in







3. Key Players in Multimedia
3.1. Map of Key Multimedia Players
The following sections introduce the actors present in differentSectors.
However, most of these actors do appear in different domains: “| zem
media IT supply sectoretc. It seemsthat, in France like mtÜ iways the
i riali imedia and Information Highwust lised World, mult a
domnated by some big companies (France Télécom, Havason
Alcatel, Lagardère Groupe, ...) with the risk of the control o ae ne
different sectors by only a small numberof actors. It appears me iera
d for diversity, except mayittle place left for small actors anc | na b :
Tenet area. But, concerning this market, in France like in one
countries, it is maybe too early to predict if all these new 2 ;
eines very small and with limited technical er jn persistonths
lot of moves during theIn general, there have been a : st m
of 96 in Éfferent sectors (IT, telecom, broadcast, sale, neae
i -CGE, Canal+ or Francefor example with Thomson, Havas > | a
the following months will probably provide new information concerning
i ia in France.he development of mult media n | |
| To summarise, the main multimedia players in France are the
following:
e IT Supply Sector: Alcatel Alsthom, Thomsonagent ii Espace
bi > |
t Media, Audiovisual and Sate lite: ca
Co(COE and Havas), TF1, France Télévision, AB Productions
Telecommunications: France Télécom, CGE, Bouygues Télécom,
SNCF, Lagardère Groupe, Matra communication
e Press, Edition and Publicity: Havas, Matra-Hachette .
Electronic Commerce: Club de l'Arche, Globe Online (Compagni
Bancaire and LVMH), AFCEE,3 Suisses, La Redoute
i : 1 ire, Paribase Banking Sector: Compagnie Bancaire,
Education and Research: RENATER, CNED, Computer tend
The government in some sectors (culture, education)and local or
regional authorities | | |
The strategies and activities of these actors will be described in




3.2. IT Supply Sector
Alcatel-Alsthom is an important industrial actor in France. It hasdeveloped the telephone network but also a lot of other thingslike travelboats or the high-speed train (TGV) (Curtil, 1996). Through AlcatelTelecoms and its subsidiaries (Alcatel CIT, Alcatel Network System,Alcatel Cäble), Alcatel-Alsthom is not only important on the Frenchscene but is number one on the world-wide area (Le Coeur, 1996),mainly because ofallits technical competencies. Alcatel is also presentin other European markets, in Belgium for instance.
Until 1995, Alcatel-Alsthom also had a multimedia department,Generale Occidentale with activities in the edition sector, thedistribution and the press (Curtil, 1996). In 1995, Generale Occidentalehas been bought by Havas, an important French company against 21%shares in Havas' capital.
Thomson, constituted by Thomson CSF (military and professionalelectronics) and Thomson MultiMedia (TMM) which provideselectronics products to the general public, is another important actor ofthis sector.
Thomson MultiMedia, which has a turnover of FF 36.5 billions, ispresent on the market of TV (42% of its business - leader of the USmarket), telephony (13% - number 2 on the US market), components(15%), digital decoder (8% - world-wide leader for satellite decoders),video tape recorder and camcorder (15% - leader of the US market forthe video tape recorder) (Nexon, 1996).




ivatisation committee then decided in December 96 to freeze th
e
Processand to launch a new procedure in 1997 for TMM and Th
omson
CSF. For this new process, Lagardère (and Matra) seems to
be the
government favourite for Thomson CSF while at the present
time,
nothing is clear for TMM (according to Jean-Paul Cado
ret (1996),
Toshiba, Compaq, Sagem and Bouygues may be interested).
in
If all this process full of uncertainties ends up rapidly and wit
several restructuring, Thomson MM could have an important 1mp
act on
different sectors, mainly on the satellite sector through the provisio
n of
igi ers.
uvimportant actor is Sagem, leader on the market of
fax
machine. It also producesdigital decoders, especially for Canal+, an
d is
mainly doing research on telephones and visiophones. According
©
Curtil (1996), Sagem could be an important actor for the equipm
ent of
the future information highways through its subsidiary, SAT (Sociét
é
Anonyme de Télécommunications), active on the transmission fe
e
Sagem is a very healthy company (Curtil, 1996) and owns a radio and
a
magazine butits ambitions concerning its expansion In the media secto
r
ear.
u andre Groupe is another important actor on the IT suppl
y
sector but also on other domains, mainly transport, media, military areas,
through different subsidiaries. Matra communication, an alliance
with
the Swedish Ericsson, is specialised in terminals and private networks.
Nortel Matra Cellular, subsidiary of the Canadian Nortel, ex-Northe
rn
Telecom (66%), is providingturnkey mobile networks, for France
Télécom or Bouygues Télécom for example. Lagardère Groupe is one of
the company interested by Thomson but mainly by the military
subsidiary, Thomson CSF. Endly, Lagardére Groupe, through Hachette
is an importantactorin the edition field (see 3.5.2.).
3.3. Broadcast Media, Audiovisual andSatellite
The broadcast media sector in Franceis characterised by one state owned
company, France Télévision with two different channels (France 2 and
France 3) and by some private companies, the biggest one being TFI
owned by Bouygues, the building company, also present on the telecom
and the movie sectors. There are also pay-TVs and a cable offer with
thematic channels (Canal Jimmy, MCM,Eurosport).
Onthefield of multimedia, the most important actor is Canal+, a
subsidiary of Havas and Compagnie Générale des Eaux (CGE), the
utilities, property and communications group, also present in the telecom
134   
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sector. However,the involvement of CGE in Canal+ could change due to
the new alliance between Havas and CGE(see below).
Canal+ whichexists since 84is the first private pay TV channelin
France. It has several subsidiaries in other European countries (Spain,
Belgium, .). The French pay TV channel, counts 3.5 millions of
subscribers in 10 years (Breton, 1994). It has a direction for new
technologies, is an important movie producer and proposes a digital
bouquet since Spring 96 (CanalSatellite), together with Pathé, the movie
company (20%) and the Générale des Eaux (10%) (Cousteau, Vincent
and Luques, 1996,p. 58).
In December 96, Canal+ signed a merger agreement with Nethold
but this agreementwill only be effective in March 97. Nethold, number 3
of the European pay TV, is a Swiss/South-African company, subsidiary
of Richemont group and MIH group. With this merger, Canal+ will be
present in 14 countries. Canal+/Nethold will then be the leader of pay
TV in Europe.
In fact, Canal+ is also present in Premiere (37.5%), the German
pay TV channel, in partnership with Kirch and Bertelsmann. However,
the French TV channel maysell these parts to Kirch against parts in
Telepiù in Italy (L'Echo, 1996) in which Nethold also have parts and on
which Canal+/Nethold will have the control. Moreover, Canal+ has
partnership with Kirch in DF1, the digital platform of Kirch and
Murdoch.
Face to this Canal+/Nethold alliance and collaboration with Kirch,
Bertelsmann announced its alliance with CLT (Compagnie
Luxembourgeoise de Télévision) through its subsidiary UFA. As shown
in exhibit 2 which presents the share ownership of the CLT/UFA
alliance, the situation of the satellite and digital offer in Europeis very
difficult to apprehend with the cross-participationsofall the actors.
TF1, the first French and even European TV channel, owned by
Bouygues, launched another digital bouquet, TPS, Télévision par
Satellite, competitor of CanalSatellite. Other partners of TPS are CLT
(20%), M6 whichis anotherprivate channel (20%), France Télécom, the
national telecom operator and France Télévision, the public TV channel
(25%) and the Lyonnaise des Eaux (10%). The bouquet proposes three
offers: TPS Thématique (12 channels for the family), TPS Cinéma with 3
movie channels and Tout TPS which adds the twofirst offers (8).
Thereis a third satellite offer and as already explained, this seems
to be unique in Europe. AB Sat, owned by the TV programs, mostly
sitcoms, producer, AB Productions, has chosen to propose a large and
cheap offer but with very few new programs (Cousteau, Vincent and
Luques, 1996,p. 67).
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Source: Le Soir, 7-8 décembre 1996, p.
6
al bouquets, CanalSatellite, TPS an
d AB Sat,
i it is then difficult to asse
ss their
have been launched quite recently and \
5 Sering 96, already Be r
t success. CanalSatellite, launche
200.000 subscribers at the end ofT
Cntsensonpave
i do ousteau,these 200.000 subscribers at the en
aae
1Satellite offer is more expensivLuques, 1996, p. 58). The Cana satel
5 ° ses
i ll prefer high quality pro
g
two others but, l ke for Canal+, it wi
r hi ne
ivi i 1Satellite is
the high-revenue
lusi ty. The target public of Cana
WhileABSat and TPS will targetthe low and
middle-class revenues. A
If we consider the satellite infrastructure
, Alcatel ape "
Alcatel subsidiary, announced its ambitiou
s piven ofaoon
ite i i hat will be lau
n .
bal satell te nfrastructure, Skybridge,t
aul
Eeninitiative will compete with al




France Telecom is the 4th largest World teleco
m operator ie
1997). Despite its monopoly status,it has always be
en a quite innovati
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and efficient firm comparing to other national telecom operators in
Europe. Almost 90% of France Télécom's customers seem to be satisfied
with the services offered by the operator (Curtil, 1994, p. 202). With the
alliance with Deutsche Telecom (Atlas) then with the US Sprint (Global
One) and in other countries (9), Franc e Telecom positions itself as one
of the most important telecom actors on the European scene.
France Télécom has been oneinitiator of Minitel, one of the most
successful videotex applications created in thelate 70's and which counts
today almost 7 millions of terminal and 16 millions of users. One of the
reasons of this success, despite the importance ofthe state intervention,
is the tarification with the ‘kiosk' system where the user only pays once
to France Télécom which distributes the profits to the service provider
after removalof its own part and of somefix costs. Sincethe diffusion of
Internet in France, France Télécom is improving the Minitel offer
through new terminals or through the Wanadoo service which makes
possible to access Minitel through Internet.
France Télécom operates the first mobile network in France
(Itineris), has opened a multimedia section since July 96 (France
Telecom Multimedia - FT2M), owns 26% of the cable marketin France
(Arlandis, Laubenheimer, 1996), participates in numeric bouquets (TPS)
and concludes partnerships with program and content editors or with
thematic TV programs. Endly, France Telecom participates in 31 of the
244 projects of Information Highways experimentations in France (see
3.6.4.).
In June 96 , the French Parliament has voted a law modifying the
status of the national operator which will turn into a incorporated
company and will allow private shareholders to acquire 49% of its
capital.
The Compagnie Générale des Eaux (CGE), the utilities, property
and communications group, will probably become the second largest
operator in France. This company is a cable-operator through CGV,it is
already providing the second mobile telephone network (SFR) and with
its telecom subsidiary company Cégétel, it would become one of the
most important competitor of France Télécom after 98. Indeed, CGE has
been allied to Unisource, the international telecom consortium in Siris
until 96 and Cégétel has now concluded a strategic alliance with British
Telecom (25% of the stakes), the German Mannesmann (10%) and SBC,
a Baby Bell. Moreover, CGE is also present in the audio-visual sector
through almost 23% in GBL (see exhibit 2) and more than 20% in
Canal+ (but this could change due to the new alliance between Havas
and CGE -see below). CGEis also interested by SFP (Société Frangaise
de Production) which is the main TV operator in France . Recently, CGE





in Canal+, for the creation of a big French
multimedia pole (ISPO,
1997a). Due to its different activities in th
e multimedia field and to the
recent alliances, CGE could become o
ne of the most important
competitors of France Télécom in the following
months and years.
The third mobile network is operated by Bou
ygues Télécom.
Bouygues is a well-known and important bu
ilding company which
already acts in the audiovisual sector with TF1, t
he first private French
TV channel and Ciby 2000, a movie producti
on company. Bouygues
Télécom has also created a multimedia departmen
t and has concluded a
strategic alliance with STET, the Italian teleco
m operator. Veba and
Cable&Wireless are already represented in Bouyg
ues Télécom. |
The Société Nationale des Chemins de Fer
Français (SNCF),
owner of an important alternative infrastructure
of 27 900 km (Curtil,
1996, p. 204),is also entering the telecom sector,
partly with its telecom
subsidiary, Télécom Développement, created in Ja
nuary 96. For this new
activity, SNCF has chosen Cégétel, CGE's t
elecom subsidiary, in order
to exploit its private telecom networks (ISPO, 1
997b). Concerningits
network, the SNCF could lend part of it to ot
her operators, maybe
mobile operators,like it is already the case for SFR
(Curtil, 1996). With
national railroad companies in other European c
ountries, the SNCF
participated in Hermes Europe Railtel which cou
ld provide a huge
European network (Curtil, 1996).
3.5. Key Players in Other Sectors
3.5.1. Reflection Actions
In order to help the development of new multimedia
services, some
reflection actions were initiated by the private sector li
ke the Groupe
Inter-Industries sur les autoroutes de l'informati
on (GII). Created in
September 95 with the help of the Ministry of IT and Post
, this group of
reflection gathered 41 members (10) from th e ban
king sector (11),
comput er constructors (12), consul ting and softwar
e companies (13),
teleco m and cable operators (14), press and audiovisual (15),
import ant
users (16), resear ch and public institutions (17) and dis
tribution sector
(18). In fac t, this lobby group open to private c
ompanies,
administrations and local institutions, already counts almost
all the
important actors from the multimedia and Information Highwa
ys sector
in France mostly from the supplyside but also from the demands
ide. Its
aim is 'to promote and accelerate the development of Inf
ormation
Highways in France and the opening to Europe and the world
(19), to




resopublic aemoton made elsewhere and to make recommendations
It is also worth underlining anotherprivateinitiati j
de l'Arche, which aim is to promote the diffusion ofen
Highways in particular and to launch a public debate on these subjects
(22). Th is manifesto has been written in November 93 by almost 15
actors from different worlds: electronic commerce banking, research
consultancy, …, Which creates le Club de |rahe: This rou of
reflection also made different suggestions and ceapmitiendations t
public bodies based on a positive view of ICT and ontheir impact on the
aeent of the country. In fact, it seemsthat the main priority of this
uand of this Manifesto is the diffusion of electronic commerce in
| Linked to this Manifeste, managed by one of its founders and
sustained by a major bank (Compagnie Bancaire), l'Atelier is another
place of reflection and of technological forecasting which proposes
publications and organises meetings with innovators from all En th
world in order to know the best practices in the field of ICT multimedia
applications and Information Highways. | “
3.5.2. Press, Edition and Publicity
As already mentioned, Havas owns Canal+, the pay-TV channel with
CGE. CGE and Havas could also enter in SFP’s capital. At the end of
1995, Havas acquired Generale Occidentale, the media pole of Alcatel
Alsthom. Moreover, as shown in exhibit 2, Havas participates in CLT
and according to Cédric Curtil (1996), audiovisual is Havas' mai
strategy. But Havas also proposed on-lineservices. =
Concerning the publicity sector, Havas owns ODA, which
manages publicity in all telephone inventories and then also th
electronic inventories. ODA and Havas have created Havas M dia
Communication which could have an important role on on-li and
interactive publicity (Curtil, 1996). ne ane
The second important actor concernin i ia 1
and edition sector is Hachette, subsidiary ofadeen
neowns a lot of well-known edition firms like Fayard, Grasset,
Staten 2 En Lévy, Le Livre de Poche, Marabout, Grolier (in the
KAwe is a lot of school editors (Curtil, 1996). Concerning
Bu nas 1 5 serops mainly off-line services like interactive CD-
ee nu À or ne general audience and especially for the education
2 = rolier is also active on the on-line sector through an Internet







interested by two continents for the diffusion of
its multimedia products:
the States (via Grolier) and Europe.
For the diffusion of its products, Hachette f
aces the problem of the
low equipment level of French households conce
rning CD-Rom PCs and
the problem of the mass profitability of French
products. The fact is that
usually, most French citizens do not understan
d foreign language or are
not interested by foreign products but that, due
to the low equipment
level, the French market is quite small. It ma
y then be interesting to
search for alliances on the distributionor prod
uction level with other
French-speaking countries like Québec (6 mill
ions of inhabitants) or
Belgium (almost 5 millions of French-speak
ing people). However,
according to the Miléo report (1996),it seems tha
tthe situation is getting
better and better either concerning the number o
f PCs with CD-Rom or
with the offer and sales of CD-Roms. But theFre
nch market of CD-Roms
seems to be rather concentrated. In 1995, 100t
itles represented 50% of
the market and 12 titles were sold at more tha
n 10.000 exemplars (Miléo,
1996, p. 180). The CD-Rom about the famo
us museum, Le Louvre, was
for example sold more than 70.000 times (Mi
léo, 1996,p. 180).
Finally, France Telecom has announced the cre
ation of a new
subsidiary specialised in multimedia publishin
g, France Telecom
Multimedia Edition, which will propose CD-Roms
and on-line services
(ISPO, 1997b).
3.5.3. Electronic Commerce- Teleshopping
There are a lot of initiatives in the field of electron
ic commerce in
France: Club de l'Arche and ArcheNet, Kleline, G
lobe Online, AFCEE
(Association Frangaise pour le Commerce et
les Echanges
Electroniques). Some of the actors present in these in
itiatives are the
same and were already in EDIpublic initiatives.
Indeed, the Club de l'Arche,for example, created in 9
3 and which
counts almost the same actors as the ones who wrote the M
anifeste de
l'Arche (for the diffusion of Information Highways and ICT in
France)is
close to l'Atelier, a reflection and prospective group sponso
red by the
Compagnie Bancaire.
In March 96,the Club de l'Arche has founded AFCEE,the Fren
ch
association for Electronic Commerce and Exchanges
(23), with E
DIFRANCE, the organism responsible for the diffusion of
EDI in
France, MERCATEL,an association of 100 enterprises of
the commerce
and distribution sector and AFTEL,the professional association o
f the
telematic sector (24). Ap art from awareness campaigns, the aim ofth
is





electronic commerce, the stimulation and the support of pilot projects
and trials and the provision of an open forum for co-operation and
discussion. AFCEEis also close from l'Atelier.
Apart from l'Atelier, the Compagnie Bancaire is an important
actor of the electronic commerce world in France. In January 96, in
association with LVMH (Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton), a company
specialised in luxury products, the bank created Kleline, the system for
on-line secure payment on the Net which is used on some virtual
shopping centres like Globe Online,the first one in France.
In fact, if the actors are quite the same as in public EDI, it seems
that while it has taken some years in the EDI field to make things
change, on pe through the establishment of lobby and reflection
groups and also of action groups, the move in i: | electronic co
seems to be quite more rapid. us
R Concerning mail order, the leaders of the sector, 3 Suisses or La
edoute for instance, do also propose electronic commerce, via Minitel
Internet or CD-ROM. But at the present time, they do not seem to be
interested in teleshopping via TV.
France(Bthe on vereshopP:nE» there are three important actors in
reton, i ian ) but there s no teleshopp ng channelat the present
e Teleshopping owned by TF1, the first private TV channel and PBRK:





According to Cédric Curtil (1996), the Compagnie Bancaire could be
the bank of the French infohighways' (p. 215). In fact, as alread
explained, this bank supports l'Atelier and participated in the
development of Kleline, the system for on-line secure paymenton th
Net. The bank, related to Paribas, an important French banking grou .
also proposed on-line banking services, i.e. banks without “office
(Banque directe). In fact, according to Cédric Curtil (25), there will
probably be banks devoted to a role of intermediariesof electronic
commerce, like the Compagnie Bancaire, and other banks onl





3.5.5. Education and Res
earch
unced in March 96its will t
o offer a ISDN access
to 11 500 schools at the telephone
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rch network already exists fo
r rare
since a lot of years. Contrary t
o the Belgian situation where
pere Fine
academic and research network
, is funded by the governmenog . pu
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entirely free for univers es, RE
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ducation, research, me re i medical,
technological development, supply o (oiecommercial_ ve information’ (26). No eXC
cultural or administrative info h counts almost 500 connected





with almost 350.000 users
meant correspondence cour




a subsidiary of France Télécom
,
proposes àprofessional TV channe
l on computers and telecoms for th
e
private companies (Breton, 1994,
p. 194) but, in general, theDa
n
learning through telecom networks
or CD-ROM supports 1s es
well diffused in France maybe beca
use of the lack of equipme
in
households but also in most schools.
Measures announced concern g
ISDN connection will maybe change this
situation.
The government anno
ance learning, the CNED, C
entre National
is the first institution of this kin
d in France
(28). During many years, distanc
e learning
se, sometimes with audio and
video K7.
ional software on CD-Rom, on d
iskette
for specific publics from Futuroscop
e,
3.6. Public Sector Promoters
on |
|
Theend government and institutions
had mainly OF =
ordinator of multimedia development
through se ies, u
proposals, establishment of awareness gro
up and regu nous pend
regarding the openingof the telecom sector
and the status 0
t seems to have a concerted acti
on on
telecom operator. The governmen
h y en




decision of putting all the Ministries on the Web butalso let place to
initiatives from specific ministries like the Ministry of Culture.
There is no much subsidies at the central level for multimedia
initiatives, except maybe for culture or education but more and more
initiatives are taking at regional or local levels by regional, general or
local councils.
3.6.1. Public Institutions
There are a lot of public bodies and institutions (and acronyms!) in
France anda lot of them are involved in the development of multimedia
and Information Highways in this country. For example, let’s quote
DGPT (Direction Générale des Postes et Télécommunications) from the
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications and ART (Agence de
Régulation des Télécommunications) which will be created at the
beginning of 97 in the courseof the liberalisation of the telecom sector,
DGSI (Direction Generale des Strategies Industrielles), SITI (Service
Juridique des Technologies de l'Information), SERICS (Service des
Industries de Consommation et de Service), ANVAR (Agence Nationale
de VAlorisation de la Recherche), DATAR (Délégation a
l'Aménagement du Territoire et à l'Action Régionale), INRIA, CNRS, …
eDGPT currently works on the deregulation of the telecom sector. With
the collaboration of the SJTI, it prepares the two laws on the
liberalisation of the sector and on France Télécom's newstatus andit is
now designing the application decrees. DGPT will change, in January
1997, into ART, quite similar to the British OFTEL.
eSERICS, depending from DGSI, Direction Générale des Stratégies
Industrielles, is in charge of the coordination of the interministry works
on information services and highways and has prepared the
experimentation of the end of 1994 (30).
eANVAR, Agence Nationale pour la VAlorisation de la Recherche,
depending on the Ministry of Industry, is responsible for actions of
research valorisation.. It finances new high-tech companies and
innovative projects and provides useful help to young entrepreneurs like
the establishment of a business plan. ANVAR launched a call for
proposals for the development of multimedia services by SMEsat the
end of 96.
eDATAR, the department for regional planning which depends on the
Prime Minister and the Ministry of the regional planning, has mainly be
present through two calls for proposals in the field of teleworking
launched in 1993 and in 1994 in collaboration with France Télécom. The







and the introduction of new practices
in firms, local institutions and
administration (DATAR (1995),
p. 242) 25% of the 225 accepte
d
projects concerned services of gene
ral interest (training, education,
administrative information, environ
ment, health and social affairs) an
d
75% were commercial services (new
work organisation, telemaintenance
~
and teleassistance, telemarketing and
development of exportation
activities). (DATAR (1995), p- 244).
DATAR seemsto be an important
actor in the field of multimedia and
Information Highways mainly
through the funding of a lot of studies
for local authorities and on the
impact of ICT on the city, through the
set-up of training modules on
multimedia or through the analysis of
the reconversion of industrial
sectors (automotive sector, banking,.
..).
3.6.2. Preliminary Studies
The involvement of France in multime
dia and Information Highways
began in 1994 with the study of Gérard
Théry (1994) and the one of
Thierry Breton (1994) at the express dem
and of Edouard Balladur, past-
Prime Minister. These initiatives follo
wed the Bangemann report but
mainly the Gore NIIinitiative. A third r
eport was made some months
later for the Commissariat Général du Pl
an (Miléo Report) and mainly
concerned the problem of the public re
gulation of information and
communication services and the role of the S
tate in that generalfield.
Gérard Théry is well-known in the French
telecom area. He has
been director of France Télécom (f
ormer-Direction Générale des
Télécommunications - DGT) and initiat
ed the Minitel at the end of the
70's. Gérard Théry's main conclusion abou
t Information Highways was
the necessity of replacing all existing infras
tructure by fibre optic. This
statement has not been well accepted in Fr
ance where the tradition is
usually to use existing infrastructure for
new applications and to
ameliorate infrastructure when necessary bu
t also because of the
estimated cost of this investment (evaluat
ed at FF 150 billions).
Moreover, this proposal has been seen as an ex
pressed will to reconduct
France Télécom's monopoly on infrastructure (C
urtil, 1996). Even if it
has been much criticised since its publication, t
he Théry report, which
has been much echoed in the media, has been on
e of the first meeting
points between the French public and the probl
ematic of Information
Highways.
At the same time, another report was made fo
r the Prime Minister
but on the services. The Breton Report, more
technical, was devoted to
the analysis of the teleservices market in France, to th
e offer and demand
sides, to the assessment of the strengths and weakne
sses of Francein that
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domain and to the potential of these teleservices in terms of growth and
job creation. In fact, the report mainly consists of adding the prefix tel 7
before existing services. A lot of figures were proposed concernin the
number ofjobs created or suppressed but the method usedto obtain th °
figures has never been explained by the author. However, one of the
ee of the Breton report has been the call for proposalsine ex . . . :con 2o of information services and highways
The report coordinated by Thierry Miléo for the Commissariat
Général du Plan summarises the works of a group of experts wh ie
to answerto three questions: . ne ind
e ‘What do we know about the services t ;
in thefollowingyears? ices that will develop/be
developed
e Which technologies will wi iti Sisne I win the competit onfor the provision ofthese
° pow could public authorities promote these services and
echnologies while respecting their missi I ice?’ (Miléa D g their mis on ofpublic service?’ (Mileo,
The first two reports contributed to the diffusion of the concept of
Information Highways and societ i| y towards the publ c audi
third one seems more devotedto specialists of the field. res. The
3.6.3. Interministry Committee
rent interministry committees were organised since October 94
mmEnalmost all the French governmental departments: social affairs
NS\ | menor and regional planning, justice, defence, external
‚ national education, economy, industr | i| tion, , y, telecoms, tourism.
FDEU pnd economic development, employment and professional
N ae culture, budget, higher education and research, communication
ane uropean affairs (press release, 24/10/94) (31). The ai m of these
meeoa ween the government policy in the field of
tvices and highways. The work of th i i5 . e committee Is
Fe 5 the Minister of Post and Telecommunications but each
ry still has its own power ofinitiative in the field of multimedia
and Information Highways. The objective i







3.6.4. Call for Proposals concerning Experimentations of
Information Services and Highways
At the end of 1994, the Minister of Post, Telecommunications and
Space
launched a call for proposals for the experimentation of new services on
Information Highways in France. In February 95, a strategy in thatfield
was designed. This program proposes two specific action lines. The first
one wasthe experimentations of new services Information Highways, of
innovative applications of general interest or of commercial services for
firms and individuals. The second line of action was the developmentof
technical platforms on which these new services would be proposed. The
officialcriteria for the evaluation were:
e ‘the degree of technical or industrial innovation, of use or content
innovation;
e the involvementofusers in the projects;
e the technical, financial, industrial and economic feasibility and
viability ofthe projects;
e the societal interest (social, cultural and economic dimensions,
regional development, training, quality of life, …) and the regional,
European and intern ational dynamic’ (32).
635 projects were proposed by the main actors of this sector. In October
95, 170 of these projects are accepted by the interministry committee of
the Information Highways and 74 more are accepted in March 96.
The government does not financially help the development of all
these 244 projects. Mostof the projects accepted receive an official label
from the government, a serious token that may help the promoters in
finding partners and financing. Some of them receive a funding for the
Ministry of Post and Telecommunications in the form of R&D funds (50
MFin 95, 270 MFin 96) (pressrelease, 27/03/96) (33).
These 244 projects concern different themes: development of
infrastructure (platform), education and teleteaching, teleservices in
general (34), culture, marketplace (principally EDI applications),
audiovisual, edition, health, administration, research, transports and



















Manyofthese projects (34.4%) have a national extent as shownbytable
4 but they are also disseminated in different areas with a dominance of
the regions with cities of more than 200.000 inhabitants (Marseille,
Paris, Lyon, ...). It is not clear if this regional aspect was taken into





























































According to Cédric Curtil (35), this c all of proposals. eased the
emergence of useful and viable projects, eventually innovating but not
all of them. In some cases, it allows to make a first “liberalisation test
like in Nice, on the French Riviera, where there are Internet trials on the
cable infrastructure. But a first assessment of these projects underlines
that some of th em have turned towards Internet while they had larger
ambitions. Moreover, the publicity around this call for proposals and its
results have provided useful information concerning the actors of this
domain andtheir potential strategies and gaverise to exchangeof ideas,
to meetings between actors and endly, to collaborations.
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3.6.5. Second Call for Proposals, Especially Designed for SMEs
In February 96, another call for proposals has been launched by the
Ministry of Post, Telecommunications and Space, in collaboration with
ANVARforthe developmentof multimedia applications and services by
SMEs. Ona total of 616 proposals, 260 have been accepted for a total
financial amountof 876 millions FF for which 100 millionswill be given
by ANVARas R&Dfunds (36). Most projects came from the following
regions: Ile de France (Paris), Bretagne, P.A.C.A. (Marseille), Rhône-
Alpes (Lyon, Grenoble) and Languedoc-Roussillon (Montpellier).
Projects mainly concern computer security, electronic commerce,
teleteaching, telemedicine and linguistic engineering (37).
3.6.6. Public Initiatives in the Culture Sector
France has an excessively importantinstalled basis in terms of cultural
content. According to Alain Minc (1995), one ofthe author of the well-
known report on the computerisation of the society and inventorofthe
concept of telematics, if French culture and knowledgeare digitalized in
the following years, this patrimony will be marginalized or digitalized by
other countries (p. 10). Moreover, the market does not seem to be able or
desirous of doing this effort. The State has then an important incentive
role to play in thatfield.
According to Philippe Douste-Blazy (38), French Minister of
Culture, ICT and multimedia technologies do not threaten French
language and culture and the government will sustain the creation of
French-speaking contents and services on new digital supports.
Concerning the audiovisual sector, France resists to the invasion of
English-speaking products and especially of American products and
culture (39). The 'c ultural exception’ of the world-widetrade agreements
during the Uruguay Roundis the best example of this strategy.
But, contrary to the audiovisual sector, France does not seem to
have a specific strategy of defence against English-speaking products in
the multimedia field. In this domain, language does not seem to be a
political stake as it is the case in Québec for example for the French
language or in the Flemish part of Belgium concerning Dutch. It seems
that France has a reactive position towards the invasion of foreign
products, mainly American ones, and not a proactive position as if
French people do not feel that their culture, language and patrimony
could be threatened by the current developments in the multimedia field.
However, it could be interesting to follow the results of a judicial affair




its Web server, concerning
its courses and different a
dministrative
information. This school gives
courses in English and the inf
ormation
provided is only in English. It i
s currently being prosecuted on
the basis
of the Toubon law, from the n
ame of a past Minister of cult
ure who
made a law concerning the use o
f the French language in August
94. The
point here is to know if this law c
ould be applied to information pr
ovided
by French Webservers (Arsen
eault, 1996).
Finally, even if the French M
inistry of Culture stated dif
ferent
priorities in that field, it does no
t mean that the private sector, gi
ven the
low equipment rate of the Frenc
h citizens, will develop mass Fr
ench-
speaking multimedia products
because of the potential lac
k of
profitability.
It appears that, at the present tim
e, most problems concerning the
development of cultural multime
dia products focus on the quest
ion of
the author rights and of the sta
tus of the multimedia creation (
Miléo,
1996).
The main priorities stated by
the Ministry of Culture (40) c
oncern
the standardisation aspect throu
gh the normalisation of multim
edia
supports, of digital TV (decoder
s), the presence of French-spea
king
experts in international standa
rdisation bodies, the requested
norms for
the realisation of French and
multilingual products on Inter
net,
terminology works to adapt e
xisting English words concern
ing
multimedia in order to provide Fre
nch words for translators. The supp
ort
to the creation and diffusion of qu
ality products is also declared as
a
priority through the set-up of fundi
ng for private operators, for the pres
s
sector or for public institutions
like the French National Librar
y
(Bibliothèque Nationale de Fra
nce). The French Ministry is
also a
producer of multimedia products in
collaboration with private firms and
want to implement a trial platfor
m of access to existing databases on
patrimony. Some authors (Miléo, 1
996) suggest that the French State
could be obliged to allow all investo
rs to exploit the French patrimony at
equal conditions and fair prices prov
ided that the production is made in
France. They also emphasise the nee
d to take specific measures for the
development of cultural industries in Fr
ance.
3.6.7. Opening ofthe Telecom Sector
Two new laws have been voted
in June 96 regarding the
telecommunication sector. The first one
concerns the regulation of the
sector (total opening of the competition)
and the second one refers to the
new status of France Télécom. Applic




ar Atthe beginning of July 96,all the alternative infrastructure were
pened to competition for telecom services already under competition
3.6.8. Public Service and Universal Service
concepnesabeen a defenderof the general interest and of a certain
of public service (Fillon, 1996) called 7 it of publ lon, e service public a |.
pese| “ae mo Denoix de Saint-Marc, 1996). In the field of
edia and Information Highways, it is| thus a defender of
universal service, especiall ire, y on the European scene i i
large consensus in Fran i sethay universalce that public service is m i= cm ore than univ
service (; Denoix de Saint-Marc, 1996). H i vicehas b et proncdud ; „ However, as the public serv e
y defined and designed as the i
concept of solidarity, universal servi idereda8 ction, ce may be consi i
in front of the excessesof the liberalisati eenlisation process of the telecott m sector.
The definition of the scope of universal service in France has to be
realised through the application d .
before the end of the year. Pelze EI NRE DE SEE
and. voted
3.6.9. Other Central Initiatives
MNmatine government has announcedorsustained otherinitiatives:
e law concerning cryptology, the reducti :
5 years of the amortizati ibilityofferedto115 choc,on term, the possibility offered
to have access to ISDN at ft E rotkne oF706the telephonetarif s, th i
schools before the end of 96 seheAustchedood., an Internet acces at the cob | s of a l c
REon the entire country, the support from the Ministr 5
hs and Telecommunications to the set up of the Groupe Inter
ndustries and the development of WWWservers for each ministry j
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Association Française pour le Commerceet les Echanges Electroniques
French Association for Electronic Commerce and Exchanges
eANVAR
Agence Nationale pour la VAlorisation de la Recherche
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National Agency for Research Valorisation
Depending from the Industry Ministry
ART
Agence de Régulation des Télécommunications
Telecom Regulation Agency
will replace DGPT from the beginning of 1997
eCGE
Compagnie Générale des Eaux
General Water Company
eCLMM
Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de MultiMédia
Multimedia Company from Luxembourg
eCLT
Compagnie Luxembourgeoise de Télévision
Television Company from Luxembourg
International holding, originating from Luxembourg
eCNED
Centre National d'Enseignement à Distance
National Centre for Distance Learning
eCSA
Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel
Superior Audiovisual Council
eDATAR
Délégation à l'Aménagement du Territoire età l'Action Régionale
Delegation for Regional Planning and Action
Depending from the Prime Minister and the Minist i iry of Ry of Reg onal Plann ng
Direction Generale des Postes et Telecommunications
General Direction for Post and Telecommunications
Depending from the Ministry of Post, Tel icatien y ‚ Telecommunica ons and Space
Direction Générale des Stratégies Industrielles
General Direction of Industrial Strategies
eDGT
Direction Générale des Télécommunications
General Direction of Telecommunications





International holding, originating from Belgium
eIDATE
pete “ec l'Audiovisuel et des Télécommunications en Europe
stitute for Audiovisual and Tel ications ia ecommunica ions n Europe
Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques
NationalInstitute of Statistics and Economic Studies
eSAT
Société Anonyme de Télécommunications
Telecom Incorporated Company
eSERICS
Service des Industries de Consommation et de Service
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Service of Consumption and Service Industries
Depending from the Ministry of Post, Telecommunications and Space
eSFP |
Société Française de Production
French Production Company
eSJTI |
Service Juridique des Technologies de l'Information
Legal Service for Information Technology
eSNCF |
Société Nationale des Chemins defer Français
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